VALERIE/ KUNG-FU FIGHTING

intro: [C] [C] [Dm] [Dm] [C] [C] [Dm] [Dm]

OH OH-OH [C] OHHH... OH OH-OH [Dm] OHHH x2

WELL SOME-TI ME I GO OUT BY MYSELF
AND I LOOK ACROSS THE [Dm] WATER
AND I [C] THINK OF ALL THE THINGS,
WHAT YOU’RE DOING
AND I N MY HEAD I PAINT A [Dm] PI CTURE

CHORUS:

[F] SI NCE I’VE COME ON HOME
WELL MY [Em] BODY’S BEEN A MESS
AND I’VE [F] MISSED YOUR GINGER HAI R
AND THE [Em] WAY YOU LI KE TO DRESS
[F] WON’T YOU COME ON OVER
[C] STOP MAKIN’ A FOOL OUT OF [G] ME-EE
WHY DON’T YOU COME ON OVER
VALE-[C]-RIE? {dadadada da da da}
VALE-[Dm]-RIE {dadadaa dadadaa dadadaa}
VALE-[C]-RIE? {dadadada da da da}
VALE-[Dm]-RIE {dadadaa dadadaa dadadaa}

DI D YOU [C] HAVE TO GO TO JAIL
PUT YOUR HOUSE ON UP FOR SALE
DI D YOU GET A GOOD [Dm] LAWYER?
HOPE YOU [C] DI DN’T CATCH A TAN
HOPE YOU FI ND THE RI GHT MAN
WHO’LL FI X IT [Dm] FOR YA
ARE YOU [C] SHOPPING ANYWHERE?
CHANGED THE COLOUR OF YOUR HAIR?
ARE YOU [Dm] BUSY?
AND DI D YOU [C] HAVE TO PAY THAT FINE
YOU WERE DODGING ALL THE TIME
ARE YOU STIU [Dm] DI ZZY?

CHORUS, then:

OH OH-OH [C] OHHH... OH OH-OH [Dm] OHHH x2

EVERYBODY WAS [C] KUNG-FU FIGHTING {dadadada da da da}
THOSE KIDS WERE [Dm] FAST AS LIGHTNING {dadadaa dadadaa dadadaa}
IN FACT IT WAS A [C] LITTLE BIT FRIGHTENING {dadadada da da da}
BUT THEY FOUGHT WIT [Dm] EXPERT TIMING {dadadaa dadadaa dadadaa}

OH OH-OH [C] OHHH... OH OH-OH [Dm] OHHH x2

REPEAT FIRST VERSE and CHORUS

[Dm] WHY DON’T YOU COME ON OVER VALE-[C/-] RI E?